Figures for the other set of experiments
For simplicity, only one structural isomer is shown. All of the MPAN-derived SOA products (A-F), are found to increase in abundance under low-RH conditions. ESI-HR-Q-TOFMS accurate measurements show that the elemental compositions of these compounds are consistent with the proposed structures (see supplemental information, Table 1S ). 
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Fig. 5S.
Comparison of the glyoxal-derived organosulfate (i.e., glycolic acid sulfate) (Galloway et al., 2009 ) produced from isoprene oxidation under initially high-NO and high-RH (blue lines) and low-RH (red lines) conditions in the presence of neutral ammonium sulfate seed aerosol. Consistent with the other isoprene-derived organosulfates shown in Fig. 3 , this organosulfate was found to increase in abundance with increasing RH. ESI-HR-Q-TOFMS accurate measurements show that the elemental composition of this compound is consistent with the proposed structures (Table 1S) . 
Error Analysis
The system studied in this work includes both high-NO x SOA constituents and low-NO x SOA constituents. From the existing literature, the density for low-NO x isoprene SOA is 1.25 g cm -3 , and for high-NO x isoprene SOA is 1. 35-1.4 g cm -3 . From our chemical analysis result, the SOA in the low-RH experiments tend to be heavier than that in the high-RH experiments. Thus the assumed density could give us an error of (-7% ~ 0%) for the low-RH experiments, and (-10% ~ 0%) for the high-RH experiments.
In addition, for the SMPS measurements, our prior analysis compared with filter sample mass (i.e., gravimetric analyses) indicates an approximate error of ±20% for both cases measuring TSP and ammonium sulfate seed aerosol. The temperature sensor and the dew point instrument may likely give a total error of ±5%. The LWC calculation based on the polynomial equation (Chan et al., 1992; Kleindienst et al., 1999) tends to have a higher error for the high-RH experiments than the low-RH experiments because the sensitivity of water uptake for ammonium sulfate is much higher at high RH. The error of this whole measurement and calculation is estimated to be ±10% for low-RH experiments and ±15% for high-RH experiments. Assuming the above errors are standard deviations, then the overall error calculated based on Equation (1) will be (-23% ~ +22%) for the low-RH experiments and (-27% ~ +25%) for the high-RH experiments.
Overall Error = � (1)
